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DRAUPATHI

Mahasweta Devi



Indian writer in Bengali and an activist
Ardent fighter - weapons were fiction and her political writings
notable literary works include Hajar Churashir Maa, Rudali, and Aranyer 
Adhikar
Empowerment of the tribal people of West Bengal, Bihar, Madhya Pradesh 
and Chhattisgarh



Draupathi is a bengali short story translated 

into English by Gayathri Chakravorty Spivak.

Draupadi is a story about Dopdi Mehjen, a 
woman who belongs to the Santhal tribe of 
West Bengal.

She is a Robin Hood-like figure who with her 
husband, Dhulna, murders wealthy landlords 
and usurp their wells, which is the primary 
source of water for the village.



CHARACTERS
1. DOPDI MEHJEN  (DRAUPATI)
2. DHULNA MAJHI
3. Mr.SENANAYAK
4. CAPTAIN ARJAN SINGH
5. SURJA SAHU - LANDLORD
6. ROTONI SAHU (SURJA SAHU’S BRO)
7. DUKHIRAM GHARARI - TRAITOR
8. NUSHAI TUDU’S WIFE
9. CHAMRU WATER CARRIER
10.SHOMAI 
11.BUDHNA



DRAUPATI MEHJEN -
Santhal tribe
27 yrs old
Dulna - husband (dead)
birth - Suriya Sahu’s house - mom treshing rice
Named by Suriya Sahu’s wife



Dulna, Dopdi - Harvesting
1971 - Famous Operation Bakkuli 
3 Villages cordoned off (isolated)
Machine gunned
Dulna, Dopdi - asted as if they were dead
Main Culprits - murder of Surja Sahu & Son
Accusation - occupying uppercaste wells, tubewells (during drought)



OPERATION BAKKULI - Capt. Arjan Singh
Dopdi & Dulna escaped
Special Forces - unable to find
Forest dark
Self Concealment
Supported by Santhal Tribe, Munda Tribe
Couple ululated (expression of strong 

emotion), danced, sang jubilantly in a 

savage tongue

Capt. Arjan Singh - Forced Retirement



Investigation - Mr.Senanayak
Elderly Bengal Specialist
Against Guerilla Warfare ( irregular warfare in which 

small groups of combatants fight a larger and less-

mobile traditional military)

Considered Annihilation (wiping away - complete 

destruction)

guaged activities of the opposition



Penetrated the forest of Jharkani
Guarded Falls & Springs - only 
source of drinking water
Dhukiram Gharari - Army 
Informant (spy)



Santhal young man drinking water 
from a spring
Soldiers shot - died crying ‘MAHO”
DULNA died
Left the body on the stone
used the corpse as a bait
red ants
meaning of MAHO - battle cry
Chamru - water carrier

Dhukiram - Killed by the 
police by slitting his throat



PART 2
Police wanted to arrest Dopdi
Operation Forest Jharkani - continued
Dopdi - cooked rice in her belt (cooked by Mushai 
Tudu’s Wife
Killing lice in her hair
Previously she used to apply kerosene on her hair to 
get rid of the lice
later she will wash her hair with baking soda
Now she did not do that as police will smell 
kerosene and catch her



VILLAGE PANCHAYAT OfFICE

Rs.200 - Reward
Mushai Tudu - warned Dopdi that there were new policemen
Told her to move to  a new place as they might burn the 
houses and village
Shomai and Budhna - Betrayal (escaped by train)
Tired of running away from place to place



READY TO FACE 

THE ENCOUNTER

Stern as not to 

reveal names

Was aware of the 

torture

Remembered a 

young man killed by 

crushing bones



DOPDI



DOPDI remembers the past

Surja Sahu - landowner, Money lender
wanted to dig 2 tube wells and 3 wells inside 
his compound - Biddibabu
Drought in Birbhum
But Unlimited clear water at Surja Sahu’s 
house
He gave water only to his kin Bhagunal
He demanded canal tax from the 
UNTOUCHABLES



Sathish, Jugal, Rana - QUARREL- Surja Sahu
Surrounded house at night
Surja Sahu brought gun
But Surja Sahu was tied with  a rope
Dulna - first blow
His great grandfather took some paddy, so till now he was working as a free 
labour for his debt
Dopdi wanted to put out his eyes because he had a wrong motive in seeing her



Escape of Dopdi and Dulna

Telegraph message to Shiuri
Soldiers arrived in train
Jeep could not enter inside Bakkuli
Soldiers marched in
Commanded Sathish, Jugal, Rana, Dopdi
and Dulna to surrender
But they did not
Burnt the Village
Dopdi and Dulna escaped by crawling on 
their stomach
Soldiers got help from Bhupati and Tapa



Dopdi - aware of the danger
wondering who called her
did not respond
was walking continuously
wanted to inform friends to change their hideout
heard steps of policement following her
Shomai and Budhna betrayed
Dopdi’s blood was the unadulterated blood of champabhumi
She felt proud of her forefathers
they were always guarding women
promised in her husbands name not to reveal any names
had a baby scythe in her waist
DOPDI SURRENDERED - ULULATED thrice with all her might



Part - 3

Draupadi Mehjen - arrested at 6:53 pm
one hour to reach the camp
Interrogated for an hour in the camp
She sat on  astool
No one touched her

At 8.57 pm, Mr.Senanayak said, “MAKE HER. DO THE NEEDFUL”
ALL THROUGH THE NIGHT - RAPED BY MANY MEN
Morning - thrown on the straw
Her dress was totally torn there was nothing on her body
So they gave her a dress to wear, to meet Mr.Senanayak in the next tent
She tore the dress



She stood naked before him, wounded
Her lips, breasts and genital areas bleeding
She kept her hands on her hip and laughed at 
him
She was emotionally strong even though she was 
abused physically
She said that you asked them to make me so i 
have come to show you how they have made me
You have stripped me, then why do you want to 
clothe me again
She spat blood on his white shirt asking if he was 
a man
She pushed him with her breasts asking him to 
encounter her
Story ends as Senanayak is terribly afraid to 
stand before an unarmed target for the first time



Themes
Study of the Sub Alterns (oppressed 
people whose voice is not heard)
Patriarchal Domination
Oppression, Violence and Abuse


